VIGNETTE ACCESS STATEMENT
FOR LIMITED ACCESS USERS

By signing below, you affirm your understanding of and agree to the following terms and conditions:

- I understand that having access to some Vignette objects may give me extended access to other Vignette objects and I agree to only modify those objects that are related to the web pages I have consent to develop.

- I understand that to perform development tasks on pages for which I do not have consent, I must first obtain approval from my direct supervisor and the Assistant Dean for Library Information Technology Services.

- I understand that performing development tasks on pages for which I am not given consent will result in the revocation of my access to the University Libraries’ Vignette account and possibly other disciplinary actions.

- I agree to create and modify pages following guidelines from the Vignette Content Management System, the Office of Information Technology, and the University Libraries.

- I understand that links existing within Articles are not managed by the Vignette Content Management System and that it will be my responsibility to maintain these links.

- I confirm that I have successfully completed training in the use of the Vignette Content Management System through Technology Training Support Services, the Office of Information Technology, or some other Vignette training group.

- I understand that the conditions of this agreement may change without prior notification.

Signature: _______________________________ Date: ________________